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5 Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of providing internet connectivity to aircraft flying above the ocean without using satellite

6 connectivity given the lack of ground network infrastructure in the relevant oceanic areas. Is it possible to guarantee a minimum flow

7 rate to each aircraft flying over an ocean by forming an aeronautical ad hoc network and connecting that network to internet via a set of

8 limited number of ground base stations at the coast as anchor points? We formulated the problem as mixed-integer-linear

9 programming (MILP) to maximize the number of aircraft with flow data rate above a certain threshold. Since this multi-commodity flow

10 problem is at least NP-complete, we propose a two-phase heuristic algorithm to efficiently form topology and assign flows to each

11 aircraft by maximizing the minimum flow. The performance of the heuristic algorithm is evaluated over the North Atlantic Corridor,

12 heuristic performs only 8% less than the optimal result with low densities. In high network densities, the connectivity percentage

13 changes from 70% to 40% under 75 Mbps data rate threshold. Furthermore, the connectivity percentage is investigated for different

14 network parameters such as altitude and compared to upper and lower bounds and a baseline algorithm.

15 Index Terms—Topology formation, rate allocation, aerial networks, ad-hoc networks, direct air to ground communication, air to air communi-

16 cation, mixed integer linear programming, aircraft connectivity

Ç

17 1 INTRODUCTION

18 PROVIDING broadband Internet connectivity to terrestrial
19 users has been one of the main struggles for fifth genera-
20 tion (5G) wireless networks and beyond [2]. On the other
21 hand, onboard cellular connectivity for aircraft passengers
22 has been one of the venues that remain without high data
23 rate communications. According to International Air Trans-
24 port Association (IATA) forecasts, the number of aircraft
25 passengers will reach 8.2 billion by 2037 with a 3:5% com-
26 pound annual growth rate [3]. Although this forecast is from
27 2018, we expect this number to occur a few years later. In
28 addition to the increase in the aircraft passengers, they will
29 be more demanding to have in-flight connectivity. Hence,
30 this behavior indicates an ever-increasing demand for high
31 data rate connectivity in the sky and related services.
32 Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) states that
33 three-dimensional connectivity of aircraft is vital for civil

34aviation and passenger services [4]. Key performance indica-
35tors (KPIs) are defined to be 1.2 Gbps and 0.6 Gbps per aircraft
36for downlink and uplink communications, respectively [4].
37Achieving these targets on KPIs is an ambitious goal albeit
38with some developments in aerial communications.
39Satellite Communication (SC) and direct air to ground
40communication (DA2GC) are the two options to provide
41backhaul capacity for in-flight connectivity [5]. Current air-
42craft connectivity depends on mostly geostationary Earth
43orbit (GEO) satellites, which are deployed at 35786 km
44away from the Earth. The main disadvantages of the GEO
45satellite connectivity are high delays with at least 280 milli-
46seconds (ms) round trip time, and limited data rate due to
47sharing the existing GEO satellite capacity with a high num-
48ber of users within their large coverage areas [6], [7]. Other
49alternatives for satellite connectivity are medium Earth orbit
50(MEO) and low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites deployed at a
51minimum altitude of 600 km above the Earth surface [8].
52MEO and LEO satellites provide connectivity with a lower
53delay and higher throughput than GEO satellites. One main
54drawback of the MEO and LEO satellites is that they have
55smaller footprints than those of GEO satellites. Hence,
56mega-constellations satellite networks are needed [9].
57Recently, companies such as SpaceX, OneWeb, and Face-
58book are deploying LEO satellite networks to provide global
59Internet coverage for all people [10]. Although LEO satel-
60lites are promising, some challenges still exist in terms of
61cost and scale for their deployment to cover the Earth. Fur-
62thermore, it is not clear to utilize these constellations for the
63connectivity of aircraft passengers.
64Another alternative for providing backhaul connectivity
65to aircraft is DA2GC. Base stations (BSs) are deployed and
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66 dedicated for air to ground (A2G) communication [1], [11].
67 Their antennas are tilted upwards to serve the aircraft over
68 the mainland. DA2GC has a lower delay of around 5-10 ms
69 and higher data rates than GEO satellites [1]. One of the
70 main drawbacks of DA2GC is that its coverage is limited to
71 the ground deployment of DA2GC BSs. Hence, the DA2GC
72 coverage is over continental areas with areas close to the
73 shoreline.
74 Commercial DA2GC solutions are offered today, how-
75 ever they do not achieve the NGMN KPI targets. For
76 instance, Gogo Inc. provides a data rate up to 9.8 Mbps
77 when operating at 800 MHz carrier frequency in the USA
78 and Canada [12]. More recent Gogo solution boosts the
79 capacity by multi-carrier Long Term Evolution (LTE) sig-
80 nals for higher bandwidth [13]. Gogo Inc. also focuses on
81 building a 5G network on top of their existing infrastructure
82 with the use of 2.4 GHz bands for DA2GC and advanced
83 beamforming technology [14]. Furthermore, SmartSky pro-
84 vides inflight connectivity for business jets via their 4G-LTE
85 based networks [15]. The European Aviation Network
86 (EAN) also provides connectivity for commercial aircraft
87 with a solution that integrates satellite and A2G communi-
88 cations [16]. It provides a data rate of up to 75 Mbps per air-
89 craft over the European continent with a 40 ms delay and a
90 communication range of 150 km from an EAN BS. Despite
91 the developments in DA2GC technology, the goal of 1.2
92 Gbps for downlink has not been achieved yet.
93 Without relying on SC, only DA2GC does not provide a
94 global coverage since 2=3 of the Earth surface is covered by
95 water. Air to air communication (A2AC) is a natural way to
96 overcome this limitation by extending the coverage of
97 DA2GC networks. Fig. 1 shows the extension of the DA2GC
98 connectivity by utilizing A2AC link between the aircraft.
99 Hence, aircraft in the middle of the ocean can have a certain

100 degree of connectivity via A2AC links.
101 A2AC has been studied to extend coverage in different
102 segments of airspace. For instance, A2AC is proposed for
103 relaying data and providing coverage to the areas without
104 infrastructure by using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in
105 very low-level airspace [17]. On the other hand, commercial
106 aircraft having DA2GC connectivity can use A2AC links to
107 extend the coverage beyond the mainland toward the
108 oceans in [1], [5].
109 From a networking point of view, the extension of
110 DA2GC via A2AC establishes multi-hop wireless ad hoc
111 networks with flying vehicles such as UAVs and commer-
112 cial aircraft. They can comprise of only UAVs as in [18], [19]
113 or only commercial aircraft as in [1], [20], [21], [22] or a mix
114 of them as in [23], [24], [25]. Different terms such as flying
115 ad hoc networks (FANETs) [19] and airborne Internet [22]

116are used in literature for these types of aerial networks with-
117out infrastructure. Since themain focus in this paper is aircraft
118flying at higher altitudes, we adopt the term “Aeronautical
119AdHocNetworks (AANETs)”1.
120In this article, AANETs exhibit spatio-temporal dynam-
121ics due to the movement of the aircraft and their antenna
122characteristics, the maximum number of nodes that each
123aircraft node can communicate (i.e., nodal degree), aircraft
124traffic, their signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR)
125levels, and backhaul capacity from DA2GC. According to
126these dynamics, the topology of the AANETs must be
127decided, and data rates for the established A2AC links must
128be allocated by jointly solving a flow assignment problem to
129satisfy quality of service (QoS) requirements for each air-
130craft depending on the connectivity service applications. In
131this paper, we first formulate a combined topology forma-
132tion and rate allocation problem subject to the network-spe-
133cific and aircraft-specific constraints as a mixed integer
134linear program (MILP). “Rate allocation” is defined as a spe-
135cific case of a flow assignment problem, where aircraft are
136nodes both acting as sink nodes and pass-through nodes.
137The ultimate objective of the formulated problem is to maxi-
138mize the number of aircraft having a data rate higher than a
139threshold. This problem has been studied in [1] for a small
140number of aircraft in AANETs, i.e., for up to 60 aircraft
141nodes over the North Atlantic Corridor. However, due to
142the nature of MILP, computations to obtain the optimal sol-
143utions become prohibitive with the increasing number of
144aircraft in the network. Hence, the main contribution of this
145paper is to propose a combined topology formation and
146rate allocation algorithm that can scale for larger networks.
147The proposed algorithm is near-optimal when it is com-
148pared to the solution fromMILP for a low density of aircraft
149in AANETs over the North Atlantic Corridor. We study the
150performance for all possible aircraft densities based on real
151aircraft traces and network and aircraft parameters. Hence,
152our contributions in this paper are itemized as follows:

153� We formulate a combined topology formation and
154rate allocation problem in AANETs considering
155antenna characteristics, the maximum number of
156nodes that each aircraft node can communicate, air-
157craft traffic, SINR levels of A2AC links, aircraft alti-
158tude and backhaul capacity from the DA2GC links
159used as anchor to connect the Internet.
160� We use parameters with realistic settings, i.e., nodal
161degree, directional antennas, and use data sets on
162commercial flights over the North Atlantic Corridor
163from FlightRadar24 [26] to aim at accurate results
164with a consideration of interference due to topology
165formation.
166� We propose an efficient algorithm, which can scale
167for larger networks, to determine network topology
168and allocation of rates.
169� We perform extensive simulations to study the per-
170formance of the proposed algorithm and compare its
171performance with an upper bound, a lower bound a
172baseline algorithm, and the optimal solution.

Fig. 1. Extending coverage of DA2GC networks with A2AC links.

1. Hereafter, AANETs refer to the mobile ad hoc networks consist-
ing of only commercial aircraft.
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173 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
174 related work and the contribution of the paper. Section 3
175 explains the system model for AANETs over a geographical
176 area without terrestrial infrastructure such as oceans to pro-
177 vide Internet connectivity. Section 4 explains the mathemat-
178 ical formulation of the combined topology formation and
179 rate allocation problem as a MILP. Section 5 describes the
180 proposed heuristic algorithm for topology formation and
181 rate allocation. Section 6 explains the performance of the
182 proposed algorithm via simulations in a specific region, i.e.,
183 the North Atlantic Corridor. Finally, Section 7 concludes
184 our paper.

185 2 RELATED WORK

186 DA2GC is a key technology to provide backhaul connectiv-
187 ity to the sky. Hence, in addition to the commercial activities
188 by companies such as EAN and Gogo, studies to enable
189 high capacity air to ground links have been conducted. For
190 instance, [27], [28] utilize 1000 antenna elements and multi-
191 user beamforming to achieve the theoretical 1.2 Gbps
192 DA2GC data rate. Furthermore, to efficiently use the spec-
193 trum resources in the sky and boost the DA2GC capacity,
194 the authors in [29] coordinate the beam selection and spec-
195 trum allocation.
196 In addition to the efforts to boost the DA2GC capacity,
197 A2AC can overcome the challenge of DA2GC limited cover-
198 age. It results in the formation of AANETs over the regions
199 without DA2GC coverage, such as oceans. The authors in
200 [30] envision a future AANET with three key elements.
201 They are high capacity optical communication links, hybrid
202 radio frequency (RF)/optical communication networking
203 between the elements in the sky such as high altitude plat-
204 forms (HAPs) and aircraft, and backhaul connectivity via
205 optical links from ground stations to the deployed HAPs.
206 Although the proposed architecture is promising, the run-
207 ning cost of HAPs and limitations of optical links due to
208 weather conditions are the two main obstacles. The authors
209 in [20] propose a network architecture with commercial air-
210 craft and ground gateway nodes, which are connected via
211 free-space optical communications (FSOC). This network
212 architecture has high capacity communications via highly
213 directional FSOC links. However, those links can be unreli-
214 able in bad weather conditions, and FSOC imposes limita-
215 tions on the nodal degree.
216 The authors in [5] investigate the integration of A2ACwith
217 SC and DA2GC only for two-hop communications to over-
218 come the coverage problemwithout any consideration of net-
219 working between aircraft. Furthermore, [20] deals with
220 topology management in AANETs. The ultimate goal is to
221 manage the topology in AANETs with a large number of air-
222 craft by deciding on the direction of the links and connections
223 via candidate graph theory algorithms. However, the current
224 graph theory algorithms such as minimum spanning tree
225 exhibit inefficiencies due to the directional links and nodal
226 degree constraints. They extend the existing algorithms by
227 imposing degree constraints and avoiding tree-like structures.
228 However, the proposed algorithms do not provide any per-
229 formance guarantees and data rate considerations.
230 Other than network architectures for AANET with differ-
231 ent technologies such as FSOC, forming an AANET over the

232North Atlantic Corridor has been an interest of research in
233literature. For instance, the link probability is calculated for
234the aircraft crossing the North Atlantic based on the real air-
235craft traces in [31]. Furthermore, the derived analytical
236model captures the traffic characteristics and neighbor dis-
237tance distributions of aircraft over the North Atlantic Corri-
238dor. In [32], an aircraft mobility model is constructed over
239the North Atlantic Corridor by considering real aircraft
240traces from 2008 with the inclusion of probabilistic delays
241and cancellations for the flights. However, these studies do
242not consider the topology formation and satisfaction of QoS
243requirements from the aircraft passengers.
244Other than the derivation of link probabilities and mobil-
245ity models, many proposals for routing algorithms exist as
246well. The authors in [33] propose a routing algorithm for
247AANETs, which are airborne mesh networks formed by
248commercial aircraft having directional antennas over the
249North Atlantic Corridor. The proposed algorithm focuses
250on forwarding the packets according to the speed of the air-
251craft in the next hop and its buffer load. Furthermore, load
252balancing between the gateway nodes on the ground is per-
253formed via a handover strategy. [33] aims to ensure the all
254DA2GC links are fully utilized without any packet drop.
255[34] focuses on the problem of joint gateway allocation,
256routing, and scheduling in AANETs to minimize experi-
257enced average packet delay. Since the problem is non-con-
258vex, the authors in [34] divide the problem into two steps.
259The first step is the minimization of hop count with a sched-
260uling constraint. The second step is the minimization of the
261packet delay. However, these routing solutions are imple-
262mented based on an assumed topology of AANETs without
263considering topology formation with physical communica-
264tion and antenna constraints.
265In [32], an optimal max-min fair network capacity alloca-
266tion scheme is proposed. However, the system model in [1]
267utilizes omnidirectional antennas without any nodal degree
268constraint and does not consider interference by the trans-
269mission of neighboring aircraft in AANETs over the North
270Atlantic corridor. The topology formation and utilization of
271the link resources in AANETs have not been studied exten-
272sively with a focus on the challenges posed by AANETs.
273The research gap we focus on in this paper is the combined
274topology formation and rate allocation in AANETs with net-
275work parameters and realistic settings.

2763 SYSTEM MODEL

277The system model consists of two parts. The first one is the
278communication model focusing on DA2GC backhaul links,
279A2AC links and SINR in AANETs. The second part is for
280modeling the network.

2813.1 Communications Model

282In Europe, the carrier frequencies of 1.9 GHz and 5.8 GHz
283are designated for DA2GC by European Telecommunica-
284tions Standards Institute (ETSI) [35]. For our system model
285to comply with the standards, we adopted the designated
286frequency band between 5855 MHz and 5875 MHz by ETSI
287with a resulting bandwidth of 20 MHz for DA2GC links.
288To the best of our knowledge, there is no designated fre-
289quency range for A2AC. Millimeter-Waves (mm-Waves) is
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290 one of the candidates for A2AC due to their high band-
291 width. One drawback is the incurred high path losses due
292 to their short wavelengths. On the other hand, it also ena-
293 bles smaller antenna dimensions and increasing the number
294 of antenna elements to have higher gain to compensate for
295 these path losses. In this paper, we adopt 31 GHz as the
296 operating frequency for A2AC links. The reason for select-
297 ing this frequency band is its lower exposure to atmospheric
298 attenuation than other mm-Waves frequency bands. The
299 backhaul DA2GC link has 20 MHz bandwidth. Hence, we
300 assume the same bandwidth for A2AC links.
301 DA2GC BSs are presumed to be deployed at hills or on
302 the rooftops of high building such that the aircraft connect-
303 ing to the DA2GC BS are in line of sight (LoS) condition.
304 Furthermore, established A2AC links have LoS condition
305 due to their cruising altitude and absence of obstacles. Con-
306 sequently, LoS path is more dominant in comparison to
307 non-LoS paths for both DA2GC and A2AC. Due to the dom-
308 inant LoS path, these channels are modeled as Rician fading
309 channels [25], [36]. The ratio between power of LoS compo-
310 nent and total power of non-LoS components is called
311 K-factor. It is calculated as

K ¼ s2

2s2
; (1)

313313

314 where s2 is the power of LoS component of the received sig-
315 nal, and 2s2 is the total power of non-LoS components. Let
316 X denote the random variable capturing the channel gain
317 following Rician distribution, whose probability density
318 function is given as

fXðxÞ ¼ x

s2
exp

��ðx2 þ s2Þ
2s2

�
I0

�
xs

s2

�
; (2)

320320

321 where I0ð:Þ is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
322 with order zero. Furthermore, to have a simple implementa-
323 tion, the mean received power is required to be unchanged,
324 i.e., E½jXj2� ¼ s2 þ 2s2 ¼ 1 [36].
325 Path loss (PL) for aerial communications is defined as

�ðdÞ ¼ 4pdf

v

� �2

; (3)

327327

328 where d is the distance between the two aircraft, f is the car-
329 rier frequency, and v is the speed of light. Due to the curva-
330 ture of the Earth, the physical communication distance is
331 limited. Unless otherwise stated, for a cruising altitude of 10
332 km in our simulations, the maximum LoS distance (i.e.,
333 physical A2AC distance) is approximately 700 km. The
334 physical communication distance limit for DA2GC is half of
335 the limit for A2AC.
336 The thermal noise of the receiver is N ¼ kTB, where k is
337 the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin (K),
338 and B is the bandwidth in Hz. The temperature at aircraft
339 cruising altitude is assumed to be T ¼ 223:25 K [37]. It gives
340 a noise figure of N ¼ �132:1009 dBW. Hence, the received
341 power at a communication distance of dmeters is calculated
342 as

P ðdÞ ¼ Pt þGt þGr � �ðdÞ �N þ jX2j ½dB�; (4)
344344

345where Pt is the transmit power, and Gt and Gr the transmit-
346ter and receiver gains, respectively, and jX2j is the power
347gain due to the Rician fading channel. Transmit power is
348assumed to be 20 dBW [32]. Antenna gains at the receiver
349and transmitter sides are assumed to beGt;A2AC ¼ Gr;A2AC ¼
35032:2 dB for A2AC [1]. Antenna gain at BS (Gt;BS) and
351antenna gain at aircraft (Gr;DA2GC) are assumed to be 29.2
352and 14.5 dB, respectively, for DA2GC [1].
353The maximum number of connections of the aircraft
354depends on the number of antennas installed on the aircraft.
355Due to strict regulations and certifications for aircraft as
356well as weight/drag and physical challenges like cabling,
357the number of antennas has a limitation, which imposes a
358constraint on the nodal degree. We also assume that
359installed antennas have transmit and receive pairs to enable
360transmission and reception simultaneously. Nodal degree
361for an aircraft i is denoted by Dn, which is the maximum
362number of communication links for all aircraft as a network
363parameter. One should note that Di for aircraft i is the num-
364ber of connection links in a formed topology, which is less
365than or equal to Dn. Each antenna has a certain maximum
366turning angle with respect to the flight direction of the air-
367craft, which is denoted by the maximum antenna steering
368angle of u. The receive and transmit antennas are placed at
369the front and back of the aircraft. In this model, we neglect
370the effect of shadowing by the aircraft structure as well as
371the exact placement of DA2GC and A2AC antennas. While
372these per-aircraft characteristics cannot be modeled in this
373paper, it needs to be taken into account when implementing
374the system as it might imply the need of more antennas or
375different antenna characteristics than in the ideal case.
376Topology formation and rate allocation are also affected
377by the interference. If two aircraft reside within each other’s
378beam, they cause interference to each other. Fig. 2a shows
379four aircraft with two A2AC links. The first A2AC link (1,2)
380is from aircraft 1 to aircraft 2. The second one (3,4) is from
381aircraft 3 to aircraft 4. Aircraft 2 receives interference from
382aircraft 3 due to its transmission towards aircraft 4. Beam-
383width, which is denoted by c, is an important factor to
384determine the interference. As seen in Fig. 2a, the receive
385antenna beamwidth of aircraft 2 overlaps with the transmit
386antenna beamwidth of aircraft 3, which results in interfer-
387ence. Fig. 2b shows an example illustration of links in a
388formed topology with red lines. For this specific example,

Fig. 2. (a) Interference caused by link ð3; 4Þ to link ð1; 2Þ. The solid red
lines show A2AC links, the dashed lines depict the beams of the aircraft
antennas. (b) An example to illustrate connections of aircraft i and its
nodal degree.
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389 let us assume the maximum number of links that aircraft
390 can form is four, i.e., Dn ¼ 4. However, aircraft i has only
391 three A2AC links, i.e., Di ¼ 3. Fig. 2b also illustrates the
392 maximum antenna steering angle u for aircraft i, which is
393 the maximum angle the aircraft i directs its antenna.
394 Interference between DA2GC links and A2AC links does
395 not exist since they operate in different frequency bands.
396 We assume that ground DA2GC BSs utilize beamforming
397 and beamsteering technologies, which lead to narrow
398 beams that do not interfere with each other. SINR for an
399 A2AC link ði; jÞ from aircraft i to aircraft j can be calculated
400 as follows:

SINRi;j ¼ Pi;j

N0 þ
P

ðk;lÞ2E Ik;li;j Pk;jzk;l
; (5)

402402

403 where Pi;j is the received power by aircraft j due to trans-
404 mission by aircraft i, Ik;li;j is an indicator function, which
405 would be 1 if A2AC link from aircraft k to aircraft l causes
406 interference to link ði; jÞ, zk;l is a binary variable for the
407 formed topology, which becomes 1 if the link between air-
408 craft k and l is formed in the network, and N0 is the noise
409 power.
410 A dynamic modulation scheme is adopted to exploit
411 SINR levels efficiently. Table 1 shows the relation between
412 SINR levels and the used modulations with corresponding
413 LTE data rates [1], [38]. For low SINR levels, quadrature
414 phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation is utilized. For inter-
415 mediate SINR ranges, 16-quadrature amplitude modulation
416 (QAM) or 64-QAM are used depending on the SINR levels.
417 256-QAM is used for higher SINR levels. Higher modula-
418 tions provide a higher data rate but require a higher SINR
419 to avoid high bit error rate (BER). We assume LTE stand-
420 ards, however other radio access technologies can be also
421 utilized as well instead. To calculate the bit rate, we con-
422 sider a setting with 12 subcarriers, seven orthogonal fre-
423 quency division multiple access (OFDMA) symbols, and
424 two slots per ms [39]. For a bandwidth of 20 MHz, we can
425 get up to 12.6 symbols/s when 256-QAM modulation is
426 used. By considering a 2x2 MIMO gain of 2, because of the

427antenna polarization, capacities up to 187 Mbps can be
428achieved.

4293.2 Network Model

430Our focus in this paper is on forming AANETs over regions
431such as oceans having no ground infrastructure to provide
432Internet connectivity in the sky. As a use case scenario, we
433focus on the North Atlantic Corridor due to the busy trans-
434oceanic routes for aircraft in this paper. This area is between
435�60� and �10� in longitude, and between 40� and 65� in
436latitude.
437The ground DA2GC BSs are important elements to pro-
438vide backhaul connectivity to the aircraft in AANETs.
439Hence, the locations of them are critical to maximize their
440coverage toward the ocean. For the European side, the loca-
441tions of BSs used are those of the European Aviation Net-
442work [16]. For North America, Greenland, and Iceland, the
443BSs are assumed at locations near the sea to cover the great-
444est possible area in the ocean. More BSs can be deployed in
445case of congestion, however, we assume that the number of
446beams on a BS is always sufficient to serve the aircraft in its
447coverage area. The location of the BSs and the total covered
448area can be seen in Fig. 3. In combination with the assumed
449antenna gains, all DA2GC links can achieve the maximum
450possible data rate, which is 187 Mbps. For an aircraft to be
451connected in AANETs, it needs to have a data rate of at least
452b. The data rate threshold, b, is chosen per the capacity of
453DA2GC links, which are backhaul links for providing con-
454nectivity to AANETs. Hence, a selected b must be always
455smaller than 187 Mbps. However, the ratio of the data rate
456threshold and backhaul DA2GC link capacity directly
457affects the performance of the overall formation of the topol-
458ogy and allocation of rates. Higher backhaul link capacities
459via more advanced antenna technologies or carrier aggrega-
460tion can be adapted in our network model.

4614 PROBLEM FORMULATION

462As stated previously, we define the problem of combined
463topology formation and rate allocation for AANETs as a

TABLE 1
Data Rate for Different SINR Intervals [1], [38]

SINR Modulation Rate (Mbps)

(-1, �9:478) Weak Signal 0
[�9:478, �3) QPSK 4
[�3, �0:2) QPSK 10
[�0:2, 4.9) QPSK 22
[4.9, 7) 16-QAM 37
[7, 8.8) 16-QAM 48
[8.8, 10.5) 16-QAM 61
[10.5, 13) 64-QAM 69
[13, 14.5) 64-QAM 84
[14.5, 16.2) 64-QAM 98
[16.2, 18.8) 64-QAM 114
[18.8, 20.5) 64-QAM 129
[20.5, 22) 256-QAM 140
[22, 23.7) 256-QAM 157
[23.7, 27.3) 256-QAM 174
[27.3, +1) 256-QAM 187

Fig. 3. Base station locations and their coverage. For Europe, the loca-
tions of BSs are the same as those of EAN. For North America, Green-
land and Iceland, the locations of BSs are selected to cover a large area
of the ocean with DA2GC.
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464 MILP. The objective is to maximize the number of aircraft
465 which have a higher data rate than a threshold b. We model
466 the network as a graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ which contains a set of
467 vertices V and a set of all possible edges E. V ¼ VA [ VB,
468 where VA contains each aircraft d, and VB contains each
469 DA2GC BS s. The variable �s;d 2 Rþ defines the rate of each
470 aircraft from the source s to the destination d with represent-
471 ing traffic flow assignments destined to each aircraft. Due to
472 constraints in the nodal degreeDn for aircraft nodes, we need
473 to select a sub-topology from the full topology. This decision
474 ismodeled by the binary topology variable zi;j 2 f0; 1g, which
475 is 1 if edge ði; jÞ is in the final sub-topology. The capacity of the
476 links depends on the SINR as calculated in (5). Hence, ci;j 2
477 Rþ, is the capacity of each link ði; jÞ, as a function of 1=SINR,
478 Fð1=SINRÞ. The function Fð1=SINRÞ maps respective SINR
479 levels to modulation schemes and the capacity of the link,
480 which are shown in Table 1. The SINR depends on the
481 received power Pi;j at node j from node i and the received
482 interference for the link ði; jÞ by link ðk; lÞ as defined in Sec-

483 tion 3. The binary parameter Ik;li;j is one if link ði; jÞ receives
484 interference from link ðk; lÞ, which captures the effect of
485 antenna beamwidth on interference. The noise power is
486 defined as N0. The traffic flow on edge ði; jÞ from source s to
487 destination d is denoted as fs;d

i;j 2 Rþ. The flow is measured in
488 the same unit as the capacity. The objective of the optimiza-
489 tion problem is to maximize the number of aircraft which
490 exceed the defined data rate threshold b. It ensures that only
491 aircraft which can receive a minimum data rate of b can con-
492 nect. To formulate this problem, we define the binary variable
493 A�s;d 2 f0; 1g, which is one if the received capacity by an air-
494 craft exceeds b. Consequently, the objective is to maximize
495 the sum ofA�s;d of all aircraft at one network snapshot, i.e., the
496 total number of aircraft having at least data rate threshold b.
497 With the given parameters and optimization variables out-
498 lined in Table 2, theMILP problem can bewritten as follows:

maximize
X

s2VB;d2VA
A�s;d (6)

500500

501subject to

X
ðk;jÞ2E

fs;d
k;j �

X
ðj;kÞ2E

fs;d
j;k ¼

�s;d; if k ¼ s

��s;d; if k ¼ d

0; otherwise

8><
>:

8s 2 VB; 8d 2 VA; 8k 2 VA (7)

fs;di;j � Mzi;j; 8 s 2 VB; 8d 2 VA; 8ði; jÞ 2 E (8)

zi;j ¼ zj;i; 8ði; jÞ 2 E (9)X
i2VA

zi;n ¼ Di � Dn; 8n 2 VA (10)

SINRi;j ¼ Pi;j

N0þ
P

ðk;lÞ2E I
k;l
i;j

Pk;jzk;l
; 8ði; jÞ 2 E (11)

ci;j ¼ Fð1=SINRi;jÞ; 8ði; jÞ 2 E (12)X
s2VB; d2VA

fs;d
i;j � ci;j; 8ði; jÞ 2 E (13)

�s;d � A�s;d � b; 8s 2 VB; 8d 2 VA (14)X
ðd;jÞ2E

X
s2VB; d2VA

fs;d
d;j � A�s;d �M 8d 2 VA (15)

503503

504

505The conservation of flows is ensured by constraint (7).
506Other than the source and destination nodes, the incoming
507flows to a node is equal to the outgoing flows from that
508node, shows the conservation of the flows. However, the
509generation of flows at the source node s, we have an overall
510flow of �s;d, while we have an overall consumed flow of �s;d

511at the destination node d. Constraint (8) is a bigM constraint
512ensuring that flows can only be placed on links in the sub-
513topology, with M being a sufficiently large parameter. All
514links in the sub-topology need to be symmetric, which is
515ensured by constraint (9). Constraint (10) implements the
516nodal degree limitation such that the number of connections
517of aircraft i, Di must be smaller than nodal degree, Dn. Con-
518straints (11) and (12) define the calculation of SINR and
519capacity, respectively. Constraint (13) restricts that the sum
520of all flows needs to be smaller than the capacity of the link.
521Constraint (14) forces A�s;d to 0 if an aircraft does not reach
522the threshold capacity. Additionally, the only aircraft which
523meet the data rate threshold b can forward capacity to
524others, which is stated in constraint (15).
525The ultimate goal of maximizing the number of aircraft
526having a data rate higher than a threshold is formulated as
527an MILP problem in (6) with the constraints (7)–(15), which
528is non-convex due to the integer constraints. This formula-
529tion represents a multi-commodity flow problem. It means
530that each aircraft has its own flow demand resulting in mul-
531tiple commodities between the source and aircraft. The
532multi-commodity flow problem is proven to be an NP-com-
533plete problem [40]. It is investigated for the low densities of
534aircraft over the North Atlantic Corridor in [1] since the for-
535mulated MILP is computationally intractable for a greater
536number of aircraft nodes. Due to this limitation and lack of
537a tractable mathematical structure, heuristic solutions are
538unavoidable [41]. Hence, we propose an efficient two-phase
539heuristic algorithm to form the topology and allocate rates.
540As an example scenario, we consider the North Atlantic
541Corridor with higher densities, i.e., having more than 60
542aircraft.

TABLE 2
Optimization Parameters

Input Explanation

GðV;EÞ Graph Gwith all aircraft set V and all possible
edges set E

Dn Nodal degree of aircraft nodes
ci;j Capacity of link ði; jÞ
Fð1=SINRÞ A function of SINR to calculate data rate
Pi;j Received power at node j from node i

Ik;li;j Binary parameter equals to one if link ði; jÞ
receives interference from link ðk; lÞ

b Data rate threshold
M A large value to satisfy bigM constraints

Variables Explanation

�s;d Rate of each aircraft from source s to
destination d

zi;j Binary topology variable for ði; jÞ link
fs;d
i;j Traffic flow on edge ði; jÞ from source s to

destination d
A�s;d Binary variable equals to one if the rate of

aircraft d satisfies b
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543 5 COMBINED TOPOLOGY FORMATION AND RATE

544 ALLOCATION ALGORITHM

545 5.1 Overview of the Algorithm

546 For the initialization of the algorithm, all possible communi-
547 cation links are calculated to have a full topology. It
548 includes the links among aircraft via A2AC and links
549 between the BSs and aircraft via DA2GC as seen in Fig. 4.
550 Note that Table 3 outlines notations for the explanation of
551 the proposed algorithm. We assume that DA2GC BSs use
552 beamforming, and there are always enough beams to serve
553 aircraft connected to them. We combine all DA2GC BSs into
554 a single node, a, for a simplified representation of ground
555 backhauling for AANETs. Additionally, we assume that
556 there is a hypothetical destination node, t, as seen in Fig. 4
557 for easier calculation of multi-commodity flows for each air-
558 craft in the formed AANETs. The addition of the hypotheti-
559 cal nodes helps to present our heuristic algorithm in a
560 simpler form. Furthermore, the links between aircraft and
561 the hypothetical destination node are presented to model
562 the flow of each aircraft. These links have the data rate of
563 each aircraft. They are denoted by Ri for the aircraft i. The
564 set of E contains all possible DA2GC and A2AC links for
565 the initialization of the algorithm.

566The set of aircraft is represented by VA. Hence, the set of
567nodes in the graph G is V ¼ VA [ fa; tg.

568Algorithm 1. Topology Formation and Rate Allocation

5691: Calculate available links based on distance /* Formation of
570GðV;EÞ */
5712: Calculate link capacities based on SINR values /* Formation
572of matrix c to form GðV;E; cÞ; c : E ! R2

þ */
5733: /* Phase 1 */
5744: Remove aircraft - RMA /* Algorithm 2*/
5755: Update link capacities based on SINR values /* Update
576GðV;E; cÞ*/
5776: Remove links - RML /* Algorithm 3*/
5787: Update link capacities based on SINR values /* Update
579GðV;E; cÞ*/
5808: Remove aircraft - RMA /* Algorithm 2*/
5819: /* Phase 2 */
58210: Rate allocation - RAA /* Algorithm 4*/

583

584Algorithm 2. Remove Aircraft Algorithm (RMA)

5851: Input: The constructed complete graph GðV;E; cÞ, and data
586rate threshold b

5872: Output: Updated GðV;E; cÞ
5883: Rmcr ¼ MCRAðG; V; ;; ;Þ /* Algorithm 5
5894: while Rmcr < b do
5905: Nhops ¼ The vector holding the number of hops from
591each aircraft to the source
5926: A ¼ fvjv 2 VA and Rv ¼ Rmcr} /* Calculate the vector of
593aircraft with the minimum data rate*/
5947: A ¼ fvjv 2 A and Nv ¼ maxðNhopsÞg/* Calculate the vec-
595tor of aircraft with maximum number of hops */
5968: y ¼ Að1Þ /* The first element in vector A, which has the small-
597est index */
5989: G ¼ GðV ny;Enfeiyji 2 VAnygÞ /* Remove y and its edges */
59910: Rmcr ¼ MCRAðG; V; ;; ;Þ /* Algorithm 5 */
60011: end while

601The proposed algorithm, Algorithm 1, finds a network
602sub-topology that includes as many aircraft as possible, all
603of which have data rates higher than a specified threshold.
604First, all the available links are determined, and the full
605topology graph, GðV;EÞ is determined without any nodal
606degree or data rate constraints. Afterward, we calculate the
607capacities of the links as in (12) based on link SINRs on the
608full topology using (11) to obtain GðV;E; cÞ. c is a matrix for
609link capacities based on the calculated SINR of links in the
610topology. The next step for our algorithm is the removal of
611some aircraft in the current topology until the minimum
612data rate of the remaining aircraft is above the data rate
613threshold. Until this point, we have not considered nodal
614degree constraint, hence the following step is to remove
615some links to comply with the nodal degree requirement.
616After removing aircraft links in the topology, the network
617might be degraded, whichmay result in some aircraft having a
618data rate lower than the data rate threshold. Therefore, the last
619step is to remove some aircraft again, to get the final topology.
620The reason for deleting aircraft at the beginning and end of the
621algorithm is to decrease the computation time.When an aircraft
622is removed, its associated links are also removed from the net-
623work as shown in Fig. 4 with red crosses, hence contributing to

Fig. 4. Formed topology with hypothetical source and destination nodes.

TABLE 3
Notations Used in the Proposed Algorithm and Their

Explanations

Notations Explanation

GðV;E; cÞ Graph Gwith all aircraft set V and all possible
edges set E with their capacities c

a Single node that combines all DA2GC BSs
t Hypothetical destination node
Rmcr Maximum concurrent rate
Nmcr number of aircraft having maximum concurrent

rate
Nhops The vector holding the number of hops from each

aircraft to the source
VA The set of aircraft
ei;j Edge between i and j
Gunsat The set of unsaturated aircraft
Gsat The set of saturated aircraft
Rsat The set of rates of saturated aircraft
fðiÞ Maximum flow between the hypothetical source

node a and the hypothetical destination node t
after allowing the capacity of aircraft i to infinity
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624 the link removal part. The link data rates are not calculated in
625 each iteration of the algorithms regarding removing aircraft
626 and links to increase computation speed. However, if they
627 were recalculated at each step, an insignificant increase in the
628 quality of the results is observed in our test cases. It has a
629 greater impact on the cases with a high beamwidth, where the
630 chance of a link interfering with others is higher. This explana-
631 tion is a high-level description of Algorithm 1, and we provide
632 more detail in the following subsections.

633 Algorithm 3. Remove Links (RML) Algorithm

634 1: Input: GðV;E; cÞ, maximum nodal degreeDn.
635 2: Output: Updated GðV;E; cÞwith nodal degree constraint
636 3: Rmcr ¼ MCRAðG; V; ;; ;Þ /* Algorithm 5 */
637 4: Nmcr ¼ countfvjv 2 VA and Rv ¼ Rmcrg /* Find how many
638 aircraft have the maximum concurrent rate */
639 5: while DðGÞ > Dn do
640 6: B ¼ fvjv 2 VA and degðvÞ ¼ DðGÞg /* B is the vector hav-
641 ing the aircraft with the highest number of link connections
642 DðGÞ */
643 7: u ¼ Bð1Þ /* The first element in vector B */
644 8: A ¼ fvjv 2 VA and cv;u > 0g /* The vector of aircraft con-
645 nected to aircraft z, which is the first aircraft in B */
646 9: sortðAÞ based on number of connections
647 10: Rtemp ¼ 0; Ntemp ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; Rates ¼ ;; Num ¼ ;
648 11: while ðRtemp 6¼ Rmcr OR Ntemp 6¼ NmcrÞ AND i
649 < lengthðAÞ þ 1 /* loop stops when a subgraph Gtemp

650 which does not have a negative effect on the maximum concur-
651 rent rate is found, or until all the possible subgraphs are evalu-
652 ated */
653 do
654 12: Copy G to Gtemp and remove link between u=B(1) and
655 AðiÞ
656 13: Rtemp ¼ MCRAðGtemp; V; ;; ;Þ /* Determine maximum
657 concurrent rate in new graph Gtemp */
658 14: Ntemp ¼ number of aircraft which cannot increase their
659 data rate further than Rtemp

660 15: Append Rtemp andNtemp in Rates and Num vectors,
661 respectively
662 16: Increment i
663 17: end while
664 18: if all possible subgraphs were evaluated then
665 19: P ¼ fyjy 2 A and Ry ¼ maxðRatesÞg
666 20: P ¼ fyjy 2 P and Ny ¼ minðNumÞg
667 21: y ¼ P ð1Þ /* Find all subgraphs whose maximum concurrent
668 rate is the maximum from the ones calculated. From those,
669 find the ones which have the minimum number of aircraft
670 having this rate. If more than one are equal, choose the one
671 with the smallest index */
672 22: else
673 23: y ¼ index of the last checked aircraft
674 24: end if
675 25: G:eu;y ¼ 0
676 26: Rmcr ¼ MCRAðG; V; ;; ;Þ
677 27: Nmin ¼ countfvjv 2 VA and Rv ¼ Rmcrg
678 28: end while

679 5.2 Phase 1 - Topology Formation

680 The full topology includes all connections without any degree
681 constraints. Hence, we remove some aircraft from the full
682 topology in the first phase of the algorithm. The criteria for

683removing aircraft from the network are theminimumdata rate
684and the number of hops to the source node, a according to
685Algorithm 2, namely, Remove Aircraft (RMA). First, we find
686the maximum concurrent rate, Rmcr, which is the minimum
687data rate that all aircraft have in the current topology, by Algo-
688rithm 5. More detailed information about the steps for finding
689Rmcr in Algorithm 5 are provided in Section 5.3. To give an
690overview of this algorithm, it iteratively estimates the rate of
691all aircraft according to a lower bound and an upper bound.
692These bounds are changed at each step until their difference is
693below a threshold to find the maximum concurrent data rate.
694It should be noted that the maximum concurrent data rate in
695the topology means the minimum data rate that can be
696achieved by aircraft in the network. Then, we create a vectorA
697of aircraft having the maximum number of hops,maxðNhopsÞ,
698from the hypothetical source node a and having the minimum
699data rate found by Algorithm 5. We keep removing aircraft
700having the maximum number of hops from the hypothetical
701source node in the remaining topology until the maximum
702concurrent rate becomes greater than the threshold b. It gener-
703ally results in keeping those aircraft having a smaller number
704of hops fromDA2GCBSs than the removed aircraft.

705Algorithm 4. Rate Allocation Algorithm (RAA)

7061: Input: GðV;E; cÞ
7072: Output: Final allocated data rates in graph G
7083: Initialization: Gunsat ¼ VA; Gsat ¼ ;; Rsat ¼ ;
7094: while Gunsat 6¼ ; do
7105: Rmcr ¼ MCRAðG; Gunsat; Gsat; RsatÞ /* Algorithm 5 */
7116: ðGsat; Gunsat; SÞ ¼ FSAAðG; Gunsat; GsatÞ /* Algorithm 6 */
7127: R ¼ fRi ¼ Rmcr 8 i 2 Sg /* Set R contains the data rates of
713the new saturated aircraft */
7148: Rsat ¼ Rsat [R
7159: end while

716The second step in Phase 1 is about deleting some links to
717comply with the nodal degree constraint. Algorithm 3,
718namely, Remove Links (RML) Algorithm, ensures that the
719nodal degree constraint,Dn, is satisfied. In general, removing
720links from the network will degrade the equal bandwidth
721allocation. In each iteration of this algorithm, the chosen link
722to remove is the one whose removal will have the least nega-
723tive effect on the network. The effect of removing a link is
724measured by the calculated maximum concurrent rate, Rmcr,
725and the resulting number of aircraft having the maximum
726concurrent rate, Nmcr. The quality of the network decreases if
727Rmcr decreases or if Nmcr increases. Aircraft with a higher
728number of links are prioritized for the removal. Hence, the first
729link is removed from an aircraft u with the highest number of
730links. We denote the highest number of link connections in the
731current network as DðGÞ. For each link between aircraft u and
732its connected aircraft set in A, the maximum concurrent rate
733after the removal of that link and the number of aircraft having
734the new maximum concurrent rate are calculated. If Rmcr or
735Nmcr remain the same by removing a link, this link is deleted.
736If there is no such link, then the one whose removal degrades
737the network the least is removed. The removed link is the link
738resulting in the maximum concurrent rate and the minimum
739number of aircraft having the new maximum concurrent rate.
740The procedure continues until all aircraft meet the nodal
741degree requirement.
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742 Algorithm 5. Maximum Concurrent Rate Algorithm
743 (MCRA)

744 1: Input: GðV;E; cÞ, Gunsat, Gsat, Rsat

745 2: Output: �0 as the maximum concurrent rate
746 3: Initialization:
747 4: �u ¼ maxfcx;yj link ðx; yÞ 2 DA2GC linksgÞ
748 /* Initialize upper bound to maximum DA2GC capacity */

749 5: �l ¼
(

0, if first iteration
previous max concurrent rate, otherwise

750 6: while �u � �l > � do
751 7: �0 ¼ meanð�u; �lÞ
752 8: Ri ¼ �0; 8i 2 Gunsat

753 9: Rj ¼ Rsat; 8j 2 Gsat

754 10: f ¼ maxflowða; tÞ /* find flow from hypothetical source a to
755 hypothetical destination t */
756 11: if f ¼ PNair

i¼1 Ri then
757 12: /* Nair ¼ jVAj */
758 13: �l ¼ �0

759 14: else
760 15: �u ¼ �0

761 16: end if
762 17: end while
763 18: �0 ¼ ð�u þ �lÞ=2

764 Removing the excess links in the topology to satisfy the
765 nodal degree constraint may degrade link data rates. It may
766 result in a data rate less than the threshold, b. Hence, we
767 again run Algorithm 2 to ensure that the aircraft nodes in
768 the final topology have a data rate of at least b.

769 5.3 Phase 2 - Rate Allocation

770 The secondphase of the algorithm is the bandwidth allocation
771 via Algorithm 4, i.e., Rate Allocation Algorithm (RAA). Out-
772 puts of this algorithm are the maximum data rates allocated
773 to all aircraft in the final topology. This algorithm is a tailored
774 version of the algorithm proposed by [42] with the utilization
775 of Algorithm 5 instead of linear programming to decrease the
776 computation time. Initially, none of the aircraft has a saturated
777 data rate. Hence, the set of unsaturated aircraft is VA, and the
778 set of saturated aircraft is empty, i.e., ;. We need to store the
779 data rates of saturated aircraft in Rsat. It is initially ;. After-
780 ward, the aircraft, whose data rate cannot be increased fur-
781 ther, are identified. These aircraft are saturated ones for the
782 rest of the algorithm,while the others are unsaturated. For the
783 next iterations, saturated aircraft keep the data rate previously
784 calculated, and the maximum concurrent rate for the rest of
785 the aircraft is computed again. The loop stops when every air-
786 craft has received its allocated data rate.
787 Algorithm 5 bounds the maximum concurrent data rate �
788 between two values �l and �u. By setting � sufficiently low,
789 we can assume that �0 	 �. For our case, � is 10�5. Initially,
790 the lower bound �l is set to 0, and the upper bound �u to
791 maxðcx;yÞ, where cx;y the capacity of the link between any
792 DA2GC link ðx; yÞ. The exact value of � lies between �l and
793 �u. In each iteration, �0 is defined as ð�l þ �uÞ=2. Hence, the
794 output of maximum concurrent rate algorithm (MCRA) in
795 Algorithm 5 is an approximation of �, i.e., �0, such that j�0 �
796 �j < �. The data rate of each unsaturated aircraft is set to �0,
797 while the saturated aircraft keep the data rate calculated in

798previous iterations. Afterward, the maximum flow fmax

799from the hypothetical source to the hypothetical destination
800is calculated. If fmax is equal to the sum of all data rates, all
801aircraft can satisfy their demands, and therefore �0 can
802increase. �0 is now the new lower bound. If fmax is less than
803the sum of data rates, at least one aircraft cannot achieve
804data rate �0. Therefore, �0 is the new upper bound. In the
805next iteration, the difference between the two bounds is
806halved. The algorithm continues until j�u � �lj < �.
807Algorithm 6 finds the new set of saturated aircraft with the
808allocated data rate calculated inAlgorithm 5. For each unsatu-
809rated aircraft i, a temporary graphGtemp is created, where the
810data rate of i is set to1. Thus, aircraft i is allowed to increase
811its data rate if possible. The maximum flow from the hypo-
812thetical source to the hypothetical destination for each aircraft
813i, fðiÞ, is calculated. The aircraft i with fðiÞ ¼ minðfÞ are the
814ones whose data rate cannot be increased anymore. These air-
815craft are now considered saturated, and their data rate is the
816concurrent data rate calculated in the previous step.

817Algorithm 6. Find Saturated Aircraft Algorithm (FSAA)

8181: Input: GðV;E; cÞ, Gunsat, Gsat

8192: Output: Set of saturated (Gsat) and unsaturated (Gunsat)
820aircraft, and set of aircraft with current maximum concur-
821rent rate, S
8223: Initialization: f 2 R1xNair , all its entries set to þ1
8234: for i 2 Gunsat do
8245: Gtemp ¼ G
8256: Ri ¼ 1 /* Capacity from aircraft i to destination t is set to be
8261 in Gtemp */
8277: fðiÞ ¼ maxflowða; tÞ /* maximum flow between the hypo-
828thetical source node a and the hypothetical destination node t
829after allowing the capacity of aircraft i to infinity */
8308: end for
8319: S ¼ fvjv 2 V and fðvÞ ¼ minðfÞg
83210: Gsat ¼ Gsat [ S
83311: Gunsat ¼ GunsatnS

8346 PERFORMANCE STUDY

8356.1 Simulation Setup

836To understand the impact of the different parameters, we
837analyze the connectivity for various cases. A total of 7 days
838from 09:30 on 3/11/2017 until 09:30 10/11/2017 were ana-
839lyzed. The time interval between two consecutive time
840instances is 15 minutes. We consider snapshots of the net-
841work at these time instances. For each of those time instan-
842ces, a snapshot of the air traffic data is taken, and then the
843resulting AANET is analyzed with different parameters.
844The investigated parameters are antenna steering angle u,
845nodal degree Dn, beamwidth c, and data rate threshold b.
846Additionally, we evaluate a case where only a subset of all
847aircraft - in this case, only Star Alliance aircraft - forms the
848AANET. In each comparison, we include a reference sce-
849nario where u ¼ 90�, Dn ¼ 3, c ¼ 10� and b ¼ 75 Mbps.
850These reference values for u, Dn, c and b will not be
851changed in performance evaluation unless otherwise stated.
852It should be noted that the definition of the connectivity in
853performance evaluation is the percentage of aircraft in
854AANETs that have a data rate higher than b.
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855 The altitude of the aircraft, h, is 10 km above the ground.
856 Hence, the maximum distance that two aircraft can commu-
857 nicate is 700 km. The maximum communication distance
858 between a DA2GC BS and an aircraft is 350 km. Table 4
859 summarizes simulation parameters we utilized in our per-
860 formance study.

861 6.2 Effect of Rician Fading on the Connectivity

862 We first investigate the effect of channel gain due to Rician
863 fading on the percentage of connectivity. Fig. 5 shows the
864 cumulative distribution function (CDF) of connectivity
865 relative percentage in AANETs. The connectivity relative
866 difference is the absolute difference between connectivity
867 percentages with PL only and with PL plus Rician fading
868 divided by the connectivity percentage with PL only. The
869 CDF in Fig. 5 is calculated based on all instances in the
870 seven days of our interest.
871 Due to large K parameters for DA2GC and A2AC, the
872 difference between the percentage of connectivity consider-
873 ing different channel models is zero with a probability of
874 0.42. Furthermore, the probability that the connectivity rela-
875 tive difference is smaller than 6% is almost 0.9. Due to large
876 K values for DA2GC and A2AC channels, the differences in
877 the connectivity percentages with and without fading are
878 not significant. Hence, in our following performance analy-
879 sis, we employ PL only to obtain a close approximation in
880 the connectivity percentage, which also decreases computa-
881 tions to obtain the average behavior of the connectivity per-
882 centage over the fading channel. This approximation means
883 that jXi;jj2 ¼ 1; 8 ði; jÞ 2 E in (11).

884 6.3 Comparison Study

885 We study the performance comparison between the heuris-
886 tic and optimal connectivity results in terms of connectivity
887 percentage. It is a measure of the percentage of aircraft in
888 the network having a data rate above b. Besides, we have
889 defined an upper bound on the connectivity of aircraft,
890 which is explained below.

891AnUpper Bound as the First Performance Benchmark:Theupper
892bound on the number of aircraft achieving b is calculated by

m ¼ CDA2GC

b
; (16)

894894

895where CDA2GC is the total backhaul capacity of all DA2GC
896links in the AANET. Hence, the upper bound on the per-
897centage of connected aircraft in the network is calculated as
898minðm=Nair; 1Þ 
 100, where Nair is the number of aircraft in
899the network. minð:; :Þ is used to avoid percentages higher
900than 100 when m > Nair. It should be noted that the upper
901bound computation ignores the nodal degree and topology
902constraints. The upper bound is utilized as a benchmark to
903measure the efficiency of our proposed heuristic algorithm.
904Baseline algorithm Minimum Interference Spanning Tree [43]
905as the second performance benchmark: Our algorithm is com-
906pared with the Minimum Interference Spanning Tree Algo-
907rithm (MIST) presented at [43]. In this algorithm, the
908topology is created by choosing links causing the minimum
909interference. A minimum spanning tree is first created to
910ensure connectivity in AANETs from source node a to desti-
911nation t. Afterwards, more links are added to the already
912connected nodes, until the connection limit is reached for all
913connected nodes. If the desired threshold is not reached, air-
914craft are removed from the topology until it is achieved.
915A Lower Bound as The Third Performance Benchmark: This
916lower bound is obtained by considering the worst case sce-
917nario while forming AANETs. In step 2 of the Algorithm 1,
918link capacities are calculated for Algorithm 2, which
919removes aircraft that can not achieve maximum concurrent
920rate of b, which is the connectivity threshold. In the worst
921case scenario, the aircraft with DA2GC connectivity may
922not relay their data rate to other aircraft due to several rea-
923sons such as link distances and channel conditions. Hence,
924only the aircraft that are in the range of the DA2GC BSs
925(denoted as VDA2GC) become connected, however, they are
926not able to relay their capacity to the other aircraft toward
927the ocean. It means that only the aircraft with DA2GC will
928exceed the data rate threshold. Hence, in the worst case sce-
929nario, Algorithm 5 returns the maximum concurrent rate as
930bwith VDA2GC , which can be written as follows:

b ¼ MCRAðG; ;; VDA2GC;

Rsat ¼ fRsatðiÞ � b; i 2 f1; � � � ; jVDA2GC jggÞ: (17)
932932

933

TABLE 4
Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Gt;BS 14.5 dB
Gr;DA2GC 29.2 dB
Gt;A2AC 32.2 dB
Gr;A2AC 32.2 dB
PT 20 dBW
fDA2GC 5.8 GHz
fA2AC 31 GHz
N �132:1 dBW
KDA2GC for en-route phase 15 dB
KDA2GC for taking-off/landing phases 15 dB
KA2AC 20 dB
h 10 km
maxðdA2ACÞ 700 km
maxðdDA2GCÞ 350 km
Reference : u 90�
Reference : Dn 3
Reference : c 10�
Reference : b 75 Mbps

Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution function of connectivity relative difference
between two cases where we consider path loss only and path loss with
Rician fading.
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934 As the formed network is only limited to DA2GC links
935 without A2AC relaying, the lower bound on the number of
936 aircraft achieving b is given as

L ¼ jVDA2GC j: (18)
938938

939 A performance gap can be defined with the defined upper
940 bound and lower bound on the number of connected air-
941 craft. Our heuristic and optimal algorithm achieve to con-
942 nect the number of aircraft, which is within the bound of
943 ½L;m�.
944 Fig. 6 shows the box plot of connectivity percentage of
945 the upper bound, the optimal solution, our heuristic algo-
946 rithm, MIST algorithm, and the lower bound for the per-
947 centage of the connectivity. To obtain box plots, we have
948 utilized the aircraft traffic data to calculate the connectivity
949 percentage of each method for all time instants. The optimal
950 topology gives 7%worse connectivity than the upper bound
951 connectivity in terms of the median connectivity. This result
952 is expected, as the percentage for the upper bound is calcu-
953 lated such that all available DA2GC data rates are allocated
954 to maximize the number of aircraft without considering
955 nodal degree and interference constraints in the network.
956 On the other hand, the solution from MILP considers the
957 physical communication links between the aircraft and con-
958 straints (7)–(15). Hence, we observe such a difference
959 between the upper bound and the optimal solution. Our
960 heuristic performs approximately 8% worse than the opti-
961 mal solution in terms of the median connectivity percent-
962 age. The results from the MIST algorithm are approximately
963 15% worse compared to our heuristic algorithm. The mini-
964 mum connectivity percentage in AANETs is around 63%
965 for the optimal solution whereas it is around 50% for the
966 heuristic solutions. This drops to approximately 40% for the
967 MIST algorithm. Furthermore, our heuristic performs
968 almost 40% better than the lower bound in terms of the
969 median connectivity. The lower bound is a special case con-
970 sidering the worst case possible in forming AANETs, where
971 there are only DA2GC links. In the worst case, we can
972 achieve maximum connectivity of 52% connectivity and
973 minimum connectivity of 21%. Our heuristic algorithm can
974 achieve a minimum connectivity of 51%, which means that
975 at least the half of the aircraft are always connected. The

976results are derived from time instances with low aircraft
977densities to avoid high computational times for optimal
978topology calculations.

9796.4 Implementation and Time Complexity of the
980Heuristic Algorithm

981Our proposed algorithm uses the global information about
982the aircraft such as their route, speed, and locations over the
983North Atlantic Corridor. This information can be easily
984received by flight tracking systems such as FlightRadar. For
985the implementation of our solution, a central entity calcu-
986lates the topology and allocated rates using our algorithm.
987The central entity can inform aircraft for their A2AC and
988DA2GC links and rates with simple message exchanges via
989already deployed satellite systems. These topology forma-
990tions and rate allocation command messages can also be
991piggybacked to messages via satellites.
992Time complexity of the proposed topology formation
993and rate allocation algorithm is dependent on the steps and
994corresponding sub-algorithms (i.e., Algorithms 2–6). The
995first two steps are the calculations of all physical links and
996capacities, which depend on the number of edges, i.e., jEj.
997The time complexity of these steps is OðjEjÞ. In the worst
998case, it would be OðjV j2Þ, where jV j2 is the maximum num-
999ber of links in the graph G.
1000The first step of the first phase is to remove aircraft,
1001which iterates over all nodes in AANETs and computes
1002maximum concurrent rate. It depends on the number of air-
1003craft, while the computation of the maximum concurrent
1004rate is independent of the number of nodes. Hence, the time
1005complexity of this step is OðjV jÞ. The second step is to
1006remove links, which requires searching links violating the
1007nodal degree constraint. This search is over all edges.
1008Hence, the time complexity is OðjEjÞ. In the worst case, it
1009can be regarded as OðjV j2Þ.
1010In the second phase, we compute the maximum concur-
1011rent rate for the unsaturated aircraft until there is no more
1012unsaturated aircraft. In the iterations, we utilize “maxflow”
1013from [44], which is shown to be an empirically efficient algo-
1014rithm. The second phase needs to check the saturated nodes
1015iteratively. Hence, its time complexity is OðjV jÞ.
1016Among the steps outlined in Algorithm 1, the most time-
1017consuming operations depend on jV j2. Hence, the overall
1018time complexity of the algorithm is OðjV j2Þ.
1019We also evaluate the required time that the algorithm
1020needs to find a solution. The setup for this study uses a Mat-
1021lab version of R2016b installed on a computer with Intel(R)
1022Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz and 32 GB RAM. The
1023required time for a different number of aircraft is shown in
1024Fig. 7. It shows a quadratic behavior with respect to the
1025number of aircraft in the network, which is in line with our
1026analysis of the time complexity of our algorithm. For our
1027setup, it does not exceed 30 minutes, even for the highest
1028aircraft densities.
1029Our proposed algorithm chooses a subtopology maxi-
1030mizing the number of aircraft with a data rate above the
1031threshold. Hence, it starts with the full topology and deletes
1032aircraft and links until the minimum rate in the subtopology
1033is higher than the data rate threshold. For instance, if the
1034data threshold is greater than the capacities of DA2GC links,

Fig. 6. Comparison of the connectivity percentages for the upper bound,
the lower bound, the optimal from MILP formulation, our heuristic algo-
rithm and MISTalgorithm over all time instances in aircraft traffic data.
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1035 our algorithm returns an empty topology. In such a case,
1036 even aircraft with DA2GC links are not connected. It is the
1037 worst-case scenario, but the algorithm converges to a trivial
1038 subtopology. If the data rate threshold is close to zero, our
1039 algorithm deletes the aircraft in the middle of the ocean
1040 without any connection to any BSs and deletes excess links
1041 to comply with the node constraints. The output of our algo-
1042 rithm will be a subtopology. Since our algorithm starts from
1043 full topology and iteratively decreases the size of the net-
1044 work, it will converge a subtopology that follows the con-
1045 straints in the system settings.

1046 6.5 Simulation Results

1047 6.5.1 Maximum Steering Angle

1048 The first parameter evaluated is the maximum antenna
1049 steering angle, u. This variable affects the number of possi-
1050 ble aircraft to which each aircraft can connect. Increasing
1051 the connectivity options by larger antenna steering angle
1052 improves the chances of finding links, which will provide
1053 better rate allocation among aircraft to achieve the data rate
1054 threshold. The effect of antenna steering angle can be seen
1055 in Fig. 8. The average connectivity for a 30� steering angle is
1056 35% and increases to 42.1% for 90�. One main observation is
1057 that the connectivity over time follows the same pattern
1058 with the theoretical maximum. The effect of changing u is
1059 visible clearly in Fig. 8. For the interval between 23:00 -
1060 00:00 where the aircraft density is in its lowest level, the dif-
1061 ference in the connectivity percentage between the AANETs
1062 with u ¼ 30� and u ¼ 90� becomes 10%.
1063 Another important observation from Fig. 8 is that the
1064 lowest percentage of connected aircraft is attained while
1065 there is an increase in the number of aircraft in AANETs
1066 around 12:00 and around 04:00. The reason for such behav-
1067 ior around 12:00 UTC is that the first cluster of aircraft
1068 departing from Europe in the morning may not reach the
1069 other side, and most of them can not have a data rate higher
1070 than the threshold. Hence, we observe a decrease in the per-
1071 centage of connected aircraft. The same situation occurs for
1072 the first cluster of aircraft from North America, which corre-
1073 sponds to the lowest percentage of the connected aircraft
1074 around 04:00 UTC. For the interval between 20:00 - 23:00
1075 UTC, the number of aircraft over the North Atlantic Corri-
1076 dor decreases. Fewer aircraft can share the available capac-
1077 ity more efficiently to maximize the number of connected
1078 aircraft. Hence the percentage of connectivity increases. For

1079the interval between 23:00 - 01:00 UTC, some aircraft from
1080North America depart to provide backhaul capacity to the
1081network since they are connected to DA2GC BS. Hence, an
1082even better connectivity percentage is achieved.
1083We investigate the CDF of connectivity in AANETs for
1084different maximum steering angles, u, in Fig. 9. We also
1085compare the CDFs associated with different u with the
1086upper bound. As seen in Fig. 9, the median connectivity for
1087the upper bound is 0.57. On the other hand, it is 0.32, 0.36,
10880.43 for u ¼ 30�, u ¼ 45�, and u ¼ 90�, respectively. It results
1089in a gap of 0.14 with the upper bound in terms of median
1090connectivity when u ¼ 90�. We observe these performance
1091gaps since the upper bound calculations do not consider
1092topology constraints. Since m ¼ CDA2GC=b may get bigger
1093thanNair, we observe a jump in the CDF of the upper bound
1094when the connectivity equals 100%.

10956.5.2 Nodal Degree

1096The maximum nodal degree depends on the number of
1097antennas installed on each aircraft. A set of receiver/

Fig. 7. Heuristic algorithm computation time.

Fig. 8. Percentage of connected aircraft in different times of day in UTC
for various maximum antenna steering angle values with upper bound
and number of aircraft in the network.

Fig. 9. Cumulative distribution function of connectivity for different maxi-
mum steering angle, u, and their comparison with the upper bound.
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1098 transmitter antennas is required to establish a connection
1099 between two aircraft. Due to strict limitations on aircraft, it
1100 is important to evaluate the effect of the nodal degree to
1101 determine the number of installed antennas. As shown in
1102 Fig. 10, the nodal degree has a significant impact only when
1103 increasing from 2 antennas to 3, which results in median
1104 connectivity of 40:6% to 44%. Adding another 2 antennas
1105 only improves the results by 1:5%. Any further increase has
1106 a negligible effect on the results. Hence, increasing the nodal
1107 degree to more than 10 does not affect the connectivity per-
1108 centage. One reason for this behavior is the increased inter-
1109 ference due to the higher number of links, which decreases
1110 the capacity of links.
1111 Fig. 11 shows a comparison among CDFs of the connec-
1112 tivity percentage in AANETs for different nodal degree, Dn,
1113 and the upper bound. As Dn increases, its effect on the con-
1114 nectivity percentage becomes negligible but approaches the
1115 upper bound. The median connectivity is 0.46 and 0.45
1116 when Dn ¼ 20 and Dn ¼ 5, respectively. On the other hand,
1117 the median connectivity for the upper bound is 0.54, which
1118 is almost 20% better than the connectivity performance
1119 whenDn ¼ 20.

1120 6.5.3 Antenna Beamwidth

1121 Interference is one of the most important metrics to deter-
1122 mine the network topology. The beamwidth directly affects
1123 the interference in AANETs. Higher beamwidth causes
1124 more interference to the network, degrading the link qual-
1125 ity. In Table 5, we study how the beamwidth affects the con-
1126 nectivity. Each column shows the percentage of aircraft
1127 exceeding the data rate threshold and cruising at a distance
1128 to the closest BS in the associated range of the first row.
1129 Since DA2GC links do not cause interference due to the
1130 capability of forming pencil beams, we can achieve 100%
1131 connectivity for aircraft up to 350 km from the closest BSs.
1132 For longer ranges though, the beamwidth has a significant
1133 impact on connectivity as in Table 5. For instance, among
1134 the aircraft cruising at a distance between 525 km and 700
1135 km, more than 50% of those aircraft have a data rate higher
1136 than the threshold if beamwidth is zero degrees. In this
1137 case, A2AC links do not interfere with each other. As we
1138 increase the beamwidth to 40�, we observe almost 40% drop

1139in the connectivity due to greater interference. Hence, the
1140beamwidth is one of the most important parameters affect-
1141ing the connectivity over the North Atlantic Corridor.
1142For distances higher than 350 km to the closest BSs, hav-
1143ing a beamwidth of 40� decreases the connectivity by 65.7%
1144when compared to the reference case of 10�. It should be
1145noted that as mentioned in Section 5, that especially in the
1146case of higher beamwidth, the algorithm would find better
1147results if the link capacities were recalculated more fre-
1148quently in the algorithm steps.
1149Fig. 12 shows a comparison among CDFs of the connec-
1150tivity percentage in AANETs for different steering angles,
1151c, and the upper bound. The impact of changing c on CDF
1152of connectivity is significant as seen in Fig. 12. For instance,
1153the median connectivity is 0.3 and 0.43 for c ¼ 40� and c ¼
11540�, respectively. As the beamwidth becomes zero, the inter-
1155ference becomes almost zero. Hence, the performance of
1156our algorithm approaches the upper bound closer due to
1157having a more ideal system setup in terms of interference.
1158However, the performance gap between the upper bound
1159and our algorithm when c ¼ 0� is not zero since we are still
1160obliged to the topology constraints.

11616.5.4 Data Rate Threshold

1162The last parameter we analyzed is the required data rate, b,
1163which is varied from 50 Mbps to 150 Mbps. As expected, a

Fig. 10. Percentage of connected aircraft for different nodal degrees. Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution function of connectivity for different nodal
degrees,Dn, and their comparison with the upper bound.

TABLE 5
Percentage of Connected Aircraft in Different Distances From

the Closest BS for Various Beamwidths

Distance to the closest BS [km] c ¼ 0� c ¼ 10� c ¼ 20� c ¼ 40�

0 - 350 100% 100% 100% 100%
350 - 525 73.2% 67.6% 53.7% 23.7%
525 - 700 51.1% 43.7% 31.7% 14.3%
700 - 875 25.0% 21.1% 15.7% 8.0%
875 - 1050 10.9% 10.0% 8.2% 3.5%
1050 - 1225 5.9% 5.5% 3.7% 1.7%
1225 - 1400 2.8% 2.1% 1.1% 0.2%
1400 - 1575 1.8% 2.0% 0.9% 0.5%
1575 - 1700 0.4% 0.8% 0.0% 0.4%
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1164 lower threshold means a higher connectivity percentage.
1165 Increasing the threshold affects mostly the areas which are
1166 far from BSs. This is due to the fact that the algorithm priori-
1167 tizes aircraft with a high number of hops from the BSs when
1168 removing aircraft. Aircraft which are connected to BSs with
1169 a small number of hops create more robust networks with
1170 lower delays and lower probability of lost packages due to
1171 fewer re-transmissions. As seen in Fig. 13, the areas close to
1172 the BSs have very high connectivity percentages. As we
1173 move towards the middle of the simulation area, where the
1174 distance to BSs increases, the connectivity drops rapidly. A
1175 big part of the simulation area has less than 10% connectiv-
1176 ity. The areas with low connectivity expand as the threshold
1177 increases.
1178 Fig. 14 shows a comparison among CDFs of the connec-
1179 tivity in AANETs with the upper bound for different data
1180 rate threshold, b. The parameter b has a direct impact on
1181 the evaluation of upper bound calculations due to (16).
1182 Hence, we can directly compare the performance of our
1183 algorithm and the upper bound for different b. When b ¼
1184 150 Mbps, the difference between the upper bound and our
1185 algorithm is the smallest. This is an expected result since
1186 the threshold is very high that only the aircraft close to the
1187 mainland can achieve. The median connectivity is 0.27 and

11880.28 for our algorithm and the upper bound, respectively,
1189when b ¼ 150. As b increases, it is more probable that most
1190of the aircraft cannot achieve the data rate threshold. It
1191results in a lower difference in the connectivity performance
1192between our algorithm and the upper bound. On the other
1193hand, the difference becomes larger between CDFs of our
1194algorithm and the upper bound when the value of b

1195decreases. Although lower b provides better connectivity, it
1196is disadvantageous for our algorithm due to topology con-
1197straints. The upper bound calculation distributes the data
1198rate of b according to the total DA2GC capacity, CDA2GC .
1199Hence, with lower b, we observe a higher difference in the
1200percentage of connectivity between the upper bound and
1201our algorithm.
1202The difference between the median connectivity of our
1203algorithm and the upper bound is 0.01 when b ¼ 150. The
1204median connectivity of our algorithm for b ¼ 150 is 0.27.
1205Hence, the relative difference percentage is 0:01=0:27
 100,
1206which is less than 4%. The difference between the median
1207connectivity of our algorithm and the upper bound is 0.30
1208when b ¼ 50. The median connectivity of our algorithm for
1209b ¼ 50 is 0.57. Hence, the relative difference percentage is
12100:30=0:57
 100, which is more than 50%. We can conclude
1211that the change in b provides more insight for the compari-
1212son of our algorithm and the upper bound due to the depen-
1213dency of the upper bound on only b.

12146.5.5 Overall Evaluation of Network Parameters

1215In [1], only the low-density cases are evaluated for optimal
1216results. Their results show that the highest impact on the
1217connectivity is the maximum steering angle, the lowest
1218impact is antenna beamwidth. These outcomes are expected
1219due to the low network density. A higher maximum steer-
1220ing angle helps find better connections in the neighborhood
1221of aircraft to increase the connectivity in AANETs. Larger
1222antenna beamwidth can not increase the interference sub-
1223stantially since there are not many neighbor aircraft. On the
1224other hand, we study the performance of our algorithm for
1225higher network densities in this paper. Results show that

Fig. 12. Cumulative distribution function of connectivity for different
beamwidth, c, and their comparison with the upper bound.

Fig. 13. Connectivity for different aircraft locations with various data rate
thresholds.

Fig. 14. Cumulative distribution function of connectivity for different data
rate threshold, b, and their comparison with the upper bound.
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1226 nodal degree has the lowest impact when we look at the
1227 overall behavior for higher network densities. In higher net-
1228 work densities, three connections suffice to achieve the con-
1229 nectivity thresholds. Hence, the nodal degree becomes less
1230 important than the others. Furthermore, our algorithm has
1231 25% lower performance than the upper bound on average
1232 in terms of connectivity for our reference scenario when we
1233 consider all network densities.

1234 6.5.6 Effect of Aircraft Altitude

1235 Another important parameter to investigate is the altitude
1236 of aircraft. It simply determines the maximum A2AC and
1237 DA2GC distances, which are related to the curvature of the
1238 Earth. As the altitude increases, the distance to the horizon
1239 increases, which is the cause of change in maximum A2AC
1240 and DA2GC link distances. If maximum A2AC link dis-
1241 tance decreases, the number of neighbors that an aircraft
1242 can connect becomes fewer. Furthermore, a decrease in
1243 altitude of aircraft also decreases the number of aircraft
1244 that is directly connected to the DA2GC BSs, which limits
1245 the backhaul capacity towards the formed AANET over
1246 the North Atlantic Corridor. According to [5], for aircraft’s
1247 altitude of 3, 10 and 13 km, the maximum A2AC link dis-
1248 tance becomes approximately 400, 700 and 800 km, respec-
1249 tively. The maximum DA2GC distance is half of maximum
1250 A2AC link distance at respective altitudes. Fig. 15 shows
1251 that as we increase altitude in the network, we can have
1252 more aircraft that can be connected to the DA2GC BSs,
1253 which increases the backhaul capacity for the formed net-
1254 work. The connectivity data rate threshold is 75 Mbps. The
1255 main observation is that the deviation in the percentage of
1256 connected aircraft at 3 km of altitude do not change signifi-
1257 cantly between 10:00 and 18:00 despite the huge variation
1258 in the number of aircraft. At this altitude, we have very
1259 limited number of aircraft with DA2GC links, and they
1260 cannot also forward their data rate to their neighbors due
1261 to limited A2AC link distances. Hence, the percentage of
1262 connected aircraft at an altitude of 3 km is around 20%
1263 except between 21:00 and 03:00. On the other hand, when
1264 the altitude becomes 13 km, the minimum connectivity
1265 percentage is 20%.

12666.5.7 Consideration of a Subset of Aircraft Over the

1267North Atlantic Corridor

1268In a more preliminary scenario, only a subset of aircraft may
1269form AANETs over the North Atlantic Corridor. As most air-
1270lines do not have enough aircraft to create a decent network
1271over large oceanic areas, airline alliances such as the Star Alli-
1272ance could be such as a subset of aircraft to formAANETs for
1273providing connectivity overseas. This scenario is also ana-
1274lyzed to investigate if we can still have connectivity percen-
1275tages similar to the scenario including all aircraft, and our
1276results are summarized in Fig. 16. Two cases are considered;
1277forming AANETwith aircraft belonging to only Star Alliance
1278and forming AANET with all aircraft over the North Atlantic
1279Corridor. The two cases adopt the reference setup system
1280parameters.We can see that in low densities the two scenarios
1281have similar behavior. On the other hand, the Star Alliance
1282network performs better in higher aircraft densities. This
1283shows that even with the less number of aircraft, we can
1284achieve the same performance in terms of the percentage of
1285connected aircraft. Specifically, in time instances between
128614:00 and 17:00 and between 02:00 and 08:00, the percentage
1287of connectivity of Star Alliance aircraft is slightly better. This
1288is due to the fact that even a small increase in the number of
1289connected aircraft in these time instances has a greater impact
1290on the percentage because of the significantly fewer number
1291of aircraft in Star Alliance. Furthermore, due to the higher
1292number of neighbors in all aircraft scenarios, there is more
1293exposure to the interference from the neighbors which
1294explains such behavior in those time instances.

12957 CONCLUSION

1296In this article, we investigate topology formation and rate
1297allocation in aeronautical ad hoc networks (AANETs) over
1298the North Atlantic Corridor utilizing real aircraft traces. To
1299this end, we formulate mixed-integer linear programming
1300(MILP) to maximize the number of aircraft with a data rate
1301exceeding a threshold subject to constraints on interference
1302and antenna parameters. Since it represents a multi-commod-
1303ity flow problem and is at least NP-complete, the optimal
1304solution becomes computationally intractable for higher

Fig. 15. Percentage of connected aircraft in different times of day in UTC
for different altitudes.

Fig. 16. Connectivity of the scenarios including Star Alliance aircraft and
all aircraft in different times of the day.
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1305 densities of AANETs. Hence, we propose a two-phase heuris-
1306 tic algorithm for topology formation and rate allocation to
1307 maximize the number of aircraft having a data rate higher
1308 than a threshold. Based on our performance studies, percen-
1309 tages of median connectivity for the MILP and the heuristic
1310 algorithm are comparable for low densities of AANETs. The
1311 connectivity varies between 40% and 70% depending on the
1312 density of the network for a data rate threshold of 75 Mbps. It
1313 shows that the overall DA2GC capacity is not sufficient to
1314 connect all aircraft with 75 Mbps. Hence, it is vital to increase
1315 DA2GC link capacity above 187 Mbps to achieve 100% con-
1316 nectivity with respect to a data rate threshold of 75 Mbps.
1317 Nevertheless, with a DA2GC link capacity of 187 Mbps, a
1318 guaranteed performance can be provided to 40% of the air-
1319 craft. The connectivity is also studied in terms of maximum
1320 antenna steering angle, nodal degree, antenna beamwidth,
1321 and data rate threshold and compared to an upper bound and
1322 a lower bound. In terms of average connectivity percentage,
1323 our proposed algorithm performs 40% better than the lower
1324 bound. Furthermore, the impact of nodal degree saturates
1325 after four. The other parameters have a significant impact due
1326 to their influence on the interference and they can achieve bet-
1327 ter performance in approaching the upper bound. We also
1328 investigate a scenario including only a subset of all aircraft,
1329 i.e., only aircraft belonging to Star Alliance. We show that this
1330 scenario has almost the same percentage of the connected air-
1331 craft compared to the scenario including all aircraft. With
1332 increasing node density, the difference in connectivity perfor-
1333 mance can reach up to 15% in favor of the Star Alliance sce-
1334 nario. Less node density is better for achieving higher
1335 connectivity percentages with the given threshold. Aircraft
1336 altitude also affects the connectivity percentage as it changes
1337 the network topology due to maximum distance for commu-
1338 nication links. As the altitude increases, the distance to hori-
1339 zon increases, which in turn monotonically increases the
1340 number of neighbors that can be connected. As the altitude
1341 goes down from 13 km to 3 km, the maximum percentage of
1342 connected aircraft goes from 82% to 57%. As future work, we
1343 will investigate a design for service offerings such as mini-
1344 mum service guarantees for the topology formation and rate
1345 allocation problem Another future research direction is to
1346 capture the trajectory information in our model for topology
1347 reconfiguration in a dynamic scenario along with DA2GC BS
1348 deployment strategies.
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